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Abstract

Existing algorithms for temporal abductive diagnosis
assume that only positive effects are present in the
causal graph. This restriction is too strong to deal with
real-world applications. This paper proposes to extend
a temporal causal graph formalism to deal with con-
tradictory knowledge. Features, such as persistence
of effects, triggering or sustaining causes, are associ-
ated to the fluents modeled by the nodes in the graph.
Various interaction phenomena are associated to these
features. Our solution is to explicit the different in-
teraction cases by translating the causal graph into a
so called

���������	�
���	����
�
modeling influences between

events representing fluent value changes. The arcs of
the instant graph code causal knowledge as well as in-
teraction knowledge. Given a set of observations, the
explanation process first uses the instant graph abduc-
tively to hypothesize failure occurrences, then deduc-
tively in order to verify the correction of the hypothesis.
During both phases, the temporal constraints are effi-
ciently processed in a temporal constraint network.

Introduction
Model-based diagnosis, used in order to detect and explain
a set of abnormal observations, rely on the “deep knowl-
edge” of how a system works. We are interested in temporal
abductive diagnosis, formalized by (Brusoni et al. 1995b),
for which effective algorithms have been proposed (Brusoni
et al. 1995a; Gamper & Nejdl 1997) and which proved
tractable on real-world applications (Porcheron & Ricard
1997). The temporal aspect is crucial, as pointed out in many
applications, either because some effects depend on the du-
ration or on the order of fault occurrences, or because differ-
ent faults leading to similar effects can be discriminated by
the delays between the symptoms or by their order.
Explanation algorithms often use a causal graph modeling
the faulty behavior of the system. The graph represents
the causal chains leading from initial faults to symptoms,
including non observable phenomena. Temporal proposi-
tions are associated to the causal graph nodes. An edge
of the causal graph is equivalent to a formula �����������
�
������� �"!$#&% '�(�#$)+*�,.-/�102�3,.45!�67-/�98:4"6;!=< . Informally,
such a formula is interpreted as: the conjunction of facts
�>�@?�?�?A� � leads to the appearance of % . The tempo-
ral constraints usually describe a possible delay before the

appearance of the effect, but can also impose a minimal
duration of the cause in order to produce the effect, or a
maximal duration of the effect. The causal graph is used
abductively from the consequences to the causes, in order
to link abnormal observations to a set of possible initial
faults. The proposed algorithms (Brusoni et al. 1995a;
Gamper & Nejdl 1997) mainly differ by the way they repre-
sent and compute temporal constraints. But, to our knowl-
edge, all of them rely on the strong hypothesis that the causal
graph only contains positive formulae. The expressiveness
of such a graph is then limited to faults causing either com-
pletely independent or similar effects.
This hypothesis is too strong to deal with common real
world situations where different faults may co-occur and
cause opposite or more generally interacting effects: the co-
occurrence of the faults leads to a set of observations differ-
ent from the conjunction of the sets of observations coming
from the causes taken independently. For example, in the
medical domain, the conjunction of two diseases may lead
to the absence of symptoms that are normally characteristic
of one of the diseases. Interacting faults also exist in me-
chanical domains. For instance, some faults may affect a
security system and cause the absence of alert signals.
In this paper, we propose to deal with interacting faults by
extending the causal graph formalism (Brusoni et al. 1995b)
with negative effects. Introducing negation leads to an in-
consistency problem if two faults cause an effect and its
negation simultaneously. One way to tackle this problem
is to describe completely each situation of interaction. As
such rules may become very complex, we propose to de-
rive them from additional features attached to causal rules.
The causal graph is translated into a so-called instant graph
where all the temporal relations between the instants when
fluents change value, due to causality as well as to interac-
tion phenomena, are explicited.
In the first section we present the notion of interaction and
give some motivating examples. We exhibit some causal
properties, e.g. type of the cause or persistence of the effect,
that lead to different patterns of interaction. In the next sec-
tion, an extended causal graph language is proposed in order
to express properties of causes, effects and rules. Next we
give the translation rules used to compile the initial causal
graph into an instant graph where implicit knowledge has
been explicited. Due to lack of space, we only sketch an ex-
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Figure 1: Interaction due to continuous or one-shot cause

planation algorithm that uses this graph to build incremen-
tally a temporal constraint network relating a set of faulty
observations to fault occurrences. Finally, the approach is
compared to related work.

Patterns of Interaction
Two faults are considered as interacting if their joint effects
are different from the simple juxtaposition of their respec-
tive effects (a definition of different patterns of interaction
in terms of observed effects is given in (Lucas 1996)).
This paper mainly deals with interaction due to negative ef-
fects. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that interaction can
arise even in the absence of opposite effects. For example, if
two faults cause the same effect on two overlapping tempo-
ral intervals, the effect lasts during the union of the intervals
originated by each fault. If none of them is included in the
other then the effect will have a longer duration. This length-
ening propagates along causal relations. If the lengthened
effect is itself an antecedent of a causal relation conditioned
by a minimal duration of the cause, new effects may appear.
New effects - cumulative effects - can also be due to the re-
alization of new conjunctions of causes. These interactions
must be taken into account when reasoning about causal the-
ories. Nevertheless, they are not problematic for most causal
reasoning approaches because of their incremental nature.

Allowing opposite effects in a causal model may be prob-
lematic for automated reasoning because contradictory de-
ductions on a same temporal interval lead to inconsistency.
Nevertheless, when reasoning intuitively about such cases it
is generally easy to infer the resulting effects, at least for
simple cases. Here follow examples of interaction along
with plausible common sense interpretation.

Motivating examples
Example 1. A fire alarm starts ringing immediately after
some smoke has been detected and keeps ringing as long as
smoke remains. The alarm is electrical, so may be subject
to a power cut. This situation is modeled by the left part of
Fig. 1. In a causal graph the situation can be described by:

!�)&, � #����9��!$# �10��9-.) '������ #��1��4	��
���$<
*�,���#$- � � 6 ��� �"!$# 4 ,.6����10��9-.)�� '�������#��.� �10 !�������<

where � � , �  , � ��� and � ��� are the temporal extents associated
to the basic fluents1 �10��9-.) , !�)&, � # and *�,���#$- � � 6 .
Smoke is observed and a power cut arises. A plausible com-
mon sense reasoning can lead to the following conclusions:

1A fluent is a proposition or formula whose truth value may
change with time (Sandewall 1994)
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Figure 2: Interaction with a cause conditioned by a minimal
duration

1. the beginning of smoke causes the alarm to ring if the
power is on;

2. the beginning of the power cut provokes the end of the
alarm if the alarm is ringing;

3. at the end of the power cut the alarm starts again if some
smoke is still present.

Example 2. The right-hand part of Fig. 1 corresponds
to a fire alarm that is only triggered when the smoke
concentration crosses a particular threshold. From the same
hypothesis of occurrence for smoke and power cut, the same
two first conclusions are reached, but a reappearance of the
alarm is not considered because the smoke concentration is
already above the triggering threshold.

Example 3. The example represented in Fig. 2 involves, on
the one hand, an oil loss from a motor that leads to a lubri-
cation problem if it lasts more than 2 hours, and on the other
hand, an addition of oil. If we know that both phenomena
arise we conclude that:

1. the oil loss provokes a lack of lubrication 2 hours after its
beginning if no oil is added during this time;

2. the addition of oil stops a lubrication problem;

3. if oil is added during oil loss the lubrication problem is
delayed to 2 hours later (if no oil is added before).

In these three examples, we use knowledge about how the
beginnings and ends of causes influence the beginnings and
ends of effects. From the instants associated to an effect, one
can infer the temporal intervals where the effect is true, as-
suming that no spontaneous change arises. A second point is
that the considered cases are exclusive, therefore deductions
are never conflicting.
This pattern of inference is interesting but we have only
considered very simple cases. In more complex situations,
the rules may become very tricky because of the number of
possible interacting causes that must be taken into account
and/or because of the presence of numerous and sometimes
imprecise delays. For this reason, it is not feasible to get the
complete rules describing fluents value change directly from
experts.

Causal relations properties
We now describe causal relations properties that can lead to
different patterns of interaction and from which the influ-
ences of the starting and ending instants of causes can be
deduced.



Causal relation strength As the power cut in the alarm
example, some causes can prevent the effect of other causes.
To determine the result of the interaction of two causes hav-
ing opposite effects, one must be able to distinguish the rela-
tive influence of each cause. This can be done by attributing
a strength, or priority level, to causal relations. A cause with
a low priority produces its effect only if no cause with a
higher priority leads to the opposite effect.

Persistence of effects Whether the effects are persistent or
not also influences the course of interaction. In the example,
the alarm keeps on ringing even if the smoke disappears. On
the contrary, the power cut effect is limited to the power cut
duration. The power cut prevents the alarm from ringing as
long as it lasts, but not after. The end of a cause leads to the
end of its effect, and the opposite effect can reappear, only
if the effect is non persistent.

Triggering and sustaining causes Finally, as illustrated
by the two cases of Fig. 1, the consequence of interaction
differs whether a cause sustains its effect or just triggers it.
A cause which influences an effect continuously is able to
re-initiate it after it has been temporarily masked.

Causal ontology

In this section, we propose some extensions to the temporal
causal graph language (Brusoni et al. 1995b). We introduce
the features of causal relations that are necessary to infer
the relations linking the instants at which the truth value of
causes and effects changes. The causal graph is described
by a set of formulae having the following general form:

' � (������:<.� � � ����� � ' � (����	�:<.��� '�
�&< ���9�"!$�90 0 8�4 � % '��&<
where ��� (the causes) and % (the effect) are positive or
negative propositional symbols.

� represents the delay between the beginning of the cause
and the beginning of the effect. When this delay is impre-
cise, it is described by an interval [ ����� � , ��� ��� ]. Such a de-
lay may correspond, for instance, to a signal transfer time.
The delay � can also be the consequence of a minimal du-
ration of the cause (or of the conjunction of causes) in order
to produce the effect. To distinguish between the two cases,
the minimal duration of the cause is explicitly described in

� . If the antecedent is a conjunction of causes, 
� is in-
terpreted as the minimal duration of an interval during which
all the sustaining causes are present.
Two levels of priority (or “strength”) can be assigned to a
causal relation: the causal link cause represents a weak pri-
ority level whereas impose represents a strong priority. An
imposed effect always masks a caused one.
We limit the categorization for the sake of simplicity. It
could be easily extended to an ordered set of priorities if
necessary, as in (Gazza & Torasso 1995). To deal with in-
completely specified causes, we add the corresponding un-
certain relations may cause and may impose, as proposed in
(Console, Theseider-Dupré, & Torasso 1989).
( ��� indicates the way the cause influences the effect. Three

modes are possible:����� , for ����� -  "!$#&% , specifies that the cause only triggers
the effect at the moment it becomes true. This is the case
for the second alarm (right-hand part of Fig. 1).

��' , for ' # � %)( �+* # *  , means that the cause sustains the ef-
fect from the beginning to the end. This is the case for the
first alarm (left-hand part of Fig. 1).

��'-, , for ' # � %)( �+* # *  �.0/ ,1�323�  4 65	7�/ , states that the cause
is continuous and is necessary for the effect to continue.
In example 1, !�) , � # is of type '-, if we suppose that
�10��9-.) stops ringing when !�)&, � # disappears.

Note that this categorization slightly differs from the one
proposed by (Rieger & Grinberg 1977) and used by (Gazza
& Torasso 1995), which characterizes the cause from the
viewpoint of the persistence of the effect: ,.4 # - !�8�,.6 means
that the cause triggers the effect and then the effect evolves
independently of the cause (so no difference is made be-
tween the alarm in example 1 and the one in example 2),
and ��,.4"678�4"��,.��! means that the cause is necessary for the
effect to continue.
Since some causes may have different roles in a conjunction,
the way each cause acts must be stated. For instance:� ' � !;* �9- � ! � � '-, � �
�1!$,/0�8:4 # 0�,	!.! ��� �"!$#:9�0��9)&#/!
stipulates that sparks are necessary to trigger flames but not
for their duration, whereas gasoline loss must be continu-
ously present.
Only continuous causes are able to re-initiate a temporarily
masked effect. In the case of a conjunction of causes, all the
causes must be continuous. This is the case in the previous
example: if, for instance, the flames are extinguished by a
temporary external event, and if the two causes are still ac-
tive then the flames re-appear after the external inhibition.
We make the assumption that, by default, an effect is per-
sistent, i.e. an effect is valid as long as no opposite effect
with equivalent or higher priority happens. Effects which
need to be maintained by a cause in order to persist must
be specified as 4 ,.4 * #$-/! . If the effect does not disappear
immediately, a delay, precise or not, can be added, under
the form 4 ,.4 * #�-	! ��%<; � �
�&;4�>=?�);�� 6A@ � . � 6A@ describes, if nec-
essary, a particular context conditioning the delay. For in-
stance:
4 ,.4 *�#$-	! �B8 8 �C8 6 #�)+*D; �FE ;4G&�);���,/0H� ��#$�96�8�#$- �
4 ,.4 *�#$-	! �B8 8 �C8 6 #�)+*D; � I ;�JK�);38 ,.6 ��#.�96�8 #$- �

Lastly, integrity constraints on the maximal duration of a
state (proposition or conjunction of propositions) can be ex-
pressed, apart from the causal relations.

From the causal graph to the instant graph
The instant graph represents in a uniform and explicit
framework all the temporal relations between fluents value
changes, consequently to causality or to interaction. A for-
mal definition of the graph is given first. Then we describe
how the causal graph is translated into a dedicated data struc-
ture, the instant graph.

Definition of the instant graph
First of all, note that the relations between instants cannot all
be considered as causal - in example 1, although the end of
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Figure 3: Causal rules corresponding to example 1 and their associated instant graph rules

*�,���#�- ����6 may be followed by the (re)appearance of �10��9-.)
if !�) , � # is still present, one cannot say that the end of the
power cut causes the alarm - we interpret the relations in the
instant graph as leads to (and note them 2 ).
The instant graph corresponds to a set of formulae:

( � ,1�32A@ � � #	%���B�7 �6C6@ ��% ! �6� (�� '7@ �32 (;D ��E @ ��'3F ' * <
where 8�� ��� � (resp. 8 D ��% � ) stands for the instants !�6 �9-.6�� ��� �
or #$4-� � ��� � (resp. !�6 �9-.6���%�� or #$4-� � %�� ). � is the delay
between the two instants 8 �:� � � and 8 D � % � �
A precondition (that may be empty) is associated to each re-
lation. This precondition is composed of two parts: a context
necessary to the realization of the relation ( , �426@ ), and a con-
text preventing the relation ( B�7 �6C @ ). Each context contains
a set of validity instants or intervals associated to proposi-
tions of the causal graph, and a set of temporal constraints
describing their relative temporal location.
The contexts ,1�32A@ and B�7 �6C6@ have the following form:G/HJI�K H L�MAMAM K

H
NAOQP R

H
LTS K

H
L�U�VXWAWAW V R

H
NAO S K

H
NYO U�V4Z R

H
S K
H
L1[AMAM�MA[ K

H
NAO [ ��\�]_^ ��` U0a

where
K Hb are time intervals, R

H
b S K

H
b U stands for R

H
b is true dur-

ing
K Hb , and Z R

H
is a set of temporal constraints between the

bounds of the intervals
K Hb and the instant

� \9]c^ ��` related to� S R \ U .
The constraints Z R

H
are expressed in the formalism of STP

(Simple Temporal Problem) (Dechter, Meiri, & Pearl 1991),
which allows us to represent non disjunctive, qualitative
and/or quantitative constraints, and to test their consistency
in polynomial time.
The constraints F ' * state the temporal location of 8 D � % � � 2.
An example of instant graph is represented in Fig. 3.

Instant graph construction
The instant graph is constructed by grouping the causal rules
leading to opposite effects. It follows that the complexity
of the translation process is d � 4 = � where 4 is the number
of causal rules. The complexity can be reduced to d � 4 � by
using an appropriate data structure.
The general translation scheme is described below:

Rule 1: causal relation with a positive cause, a positive effect
and a strong causality:e

8�)+*�,	!$# % '��&<
!�6 � -.6��

e
�f2 !�6 �9-.6���% ��'��&<

Note that if the negation of the effect is 8�) * ,	!�#�� by another
cause over an overlapping interval then an inconsistency

C’

d’max

dmin

dmax
start(C)

d’’min

Figure 4: Temporal relation between the beginning of a
cause and the validity interval of a preventing cause.

will be encountered.

Rule 2: causal relation with a positive cause, a positive effect
and a weak causality:e

���9��!$# % '�� < 'Tg D�Yh
e D � 8�) * ,	!$#>4 ,.6���%�� '�� D <=<

( � � #	%���B�7 �6C ��% ! �?�  3%A5&7�%��
e
�.2  �% 5	7�%���E � '3F ' * <

The context B�7 �iC of the precondition is then:j
� � � D� e D � � � D� � � (�� D� � � D� ;;6 ;k ��lmk %/nX+ �

If �po � � ��� ��;"� � �?�&� , � D o � � D��� � ;"� D� ��� � and � DqD��� � is the
minimal delay for 4 ,.6�� %�� to disappear, then the temporal
constraint (�� D� is:

' (1) 6 �k ��l$k %�nr+�s � ��� �ut 6 ;k ��lmk %/n v� +3s � D� ��� ,
(2) 6 ;k �6l$k %/nX+�s � � ���w� 6$x �zy %/n v� +3s � DqD��� � <

These constraints correspond to the cases where the start of
% is necessarily prevented by

e D � (see Fig. 4). (2) is added
only if

e D � is continuously necessary, else % can never
appear after the end of

e D � because 4 ,.6���%�� persists.
The temporal constraints (�� x are:

' (3) 6 �k ��l$k %�nr+�s � ��� �u� 6 ;k �6l$k %|{r+,� 6 ;k ��lmk %/nX+�s � � ��� ,
(4) � 6 ;k �6l$k %|{r+,� 6 ;k ��lmk %/n v� +�s � D� ���} 6 ;k �6l$k %|{r+,t 6$x �zy %�n v� +3s � D D��� � � <

Note that �HJ � is implied by � #	%���B�7 �6C � if the delays are pre-
cise.
In Fig. 3, ��8:- E � is obtained from � � - E � and ��� -	G�� .
Rule 3: causal relation with a positive cause, a negative ef-
fect and a strong causalitye

8�)+*�,	!$#>4 ,.6���% ��'��&<
!�6 �9-.6��

e
�f2 #$4-� ��%�� '��&<

2We note these constraints ~i��� when they describe a delay �
between

� S R \ U and
�9� S9� \ U .



In Fig. 3, � 8�-	G�� is obtained from ��� -	G � .

Rule 4: causal relation with a positive cause, a negative ef-
fect and a weak causalitye

���9�"!�# 4 ,.6���%���'��&< '�g D�mh
e D � 8:)+*�,	!$# � %���'�� D < <

8 9 4 ,.6�� � -/#�� � 6�8 #$4 !�6 �9-$6��
e
�32 #$4-� ��%�� '��&<

The context
� -/#�� is the same as in rule 2.

Rule 5: relation between end instants - causal rule with a
positive cause and a positive effect

� '-, �
e

2 5 *  ��� (��Q�+#� � E '�� < � # � � � 73 �;E ;���� �
�6�4- � e �.2 �6�4- �;E ��'���� <

Note that the relation obtained by rule 5 should be precon-
ditioned by a preventing context stating that no other cause
leading to the same effect is present. Since the precise
description of the precondition is not necessary for our
abductive algorithm, the relation is just distinguished as a
��#.� � link.

Rule 6: end of a cause masking an effect % .e
8�) * ,	!�#�4 ,.6���%�� '��&<�4 ,.4 * #$-/! ��4 ,.6���%��?;"�<� �

'Tg � h � � � �	� �
e
�"���9��!$# % '�� D < <

'Tg D
 h
e

 8�)+*�,	!$#>4 ,.6���% ��'�� D D <=<

( � ,1�32A@ 5 �4- � #&%��;B�7 �iC�� ��% ! �6� �6�4- � e �.2  3%A5&7�%���E � '3F ' * <
If ��� o � - & @ : ; - &("� � and � D o � - D& @ : ; - D&("� � , ,1�32A@ corre-
sponds to:j

� � �?�
e
� � �?� �"� '.!�6 �9-$6�� �?� ��s � D��� � � 6$x �zy %/n +3s �>� ��� ;

#$4-� � � � �7s � D� ��� t 6$x �zy %�n +3s � ��� ��<
� -/#�� 
 is similar to the context

� -.#�� in rule 2, with #$4-� �
e
�

replacing !�6 �9-.6��
e
� and the rules g D
 replacing the rules g D� .

The constraints (�� x correspond to:
(5) 6$x �zy %/n +�s �>��� � � 6 ;k ��lmk %|{7+?� 6$x �zy %/n +�s ��� ���
(6) !�6 �9-.6�� � � �7s � D��� � � 6 ;k ��lmk %|{7+ � #$4-� � � � �7s � D� ���

(6) is implied by ,1�32A@ if the delays are precise.
In Fig. 3, � 8�- I � is obtained from ��� - E � and � � -	G�� .
Conjunctive causes In case of conjunctive causes � � ��� , a

new intermediate proposition ��� is added to represent the
conjunction. Each individual ��� is linked to this proposition
using the following translation rule:
Rule 7:

�>� �������&���>� 4 ,.6��:����� ���"�����.� 4 ,.6��:� � � ���9�"!�#�% '�� <
8�� ��� 8A9�� #.�?��6�8�#�4&!�6 � -.6��:� � �32 !�6 �9-.6�� ��� �

#$4-� � ��� �32 #$4-� �:��� �
8,t ��� 8A9�� #.� � 6�8�#�4 #$4-� �:� � �32 !�6 �9-.6�� � � �

!�6 �9-.6�� ��� �.2 #$4-� �:��� �

MD = 2h

start (oil loss) end(add oil) start (add oil ) end (oil loss)

start(low oil pressure) end(low oil pressure)

oil loss and not(add oil)end (C                                )oil loss and not(add oil)start (C                               )

Figure 5: example of instant graph

The context , �42�@ states that the cause must occur when all
the other causes are already true. If the effect % is non-
persistent, a second intermediate proposition � � v is intro-
duced, representing the part of the conjunction necessary to
the persistence of the effect. The difference between ��� and
��� v is that only the �	� causes are linked to the end of ��� v .
During the translation process (rules 1-6), � � or � � v is con-
sidered as the unique cause of the causal rule:

e
is replaced

by ��� and C by ��� v . If all the causes are of type ' , the
unique cause is of type ' . Else, if one of the cause is ��� ,
the unique cause is � � , else it is '-, .

Opposite causal rules with minimal duration
Interactions involving causal rules in which the cause has a
minimal duration in order to cause its effect are of a slightly
different nature. When looking at the examples contain-
ing such constraints, as in the oil loss example, one can
realize that in several cases the effect becomes true when
a quantitative variable related to the cause (the oil level
for instance) reaches a particular threshold. The minimal
duration of the cause is the amount of time necessary to
reach such a threshold. In order to compute the adequate
instant graph rules, causal rules with minimal duration must
state explicitly that the causes influencing the evolution of
the quantity at a comparable or much higher rate are absent.
For the oil loss example:

� d�� � ����� ,.8�0����9�"!$#>4 ,.6���0 ,�� ,.870 * -/#/!.!���-/# � '�� <� � � ,.870 0 ,	!.! � � � � 4 ,.6�������� ,.8�0 � ' t G
<
���9�"!$# 0�,�� ,.870 *�-/#.!.! '�GC; ��<

The instant graph corresponding to these causal rules is rep-
resented in Fig. 5.
A further step is to compute automatically the adequate
causal rules using the evolution laws relating the quantity
value and the minimal duration of the causes.

Explanation algorithm
This section describes how the instant graph can be used to
explain a set of abnormal observations due to one or more
independent failures as well as to the interaction of several.
The explanation algorithm follows a generate-and-test ap-
proach (see Fig. 6): in a first time, the instant graph is
used abductively to determine the possible hypotheses, i.e.
the minimal sets of initial fault instants which could have
led to the observations; afterwards, every hypothesis satisfy-
ing some global constraints (some faults cannot be intermit-
tent, maximum number of faults, maximum number of pos-
sible fault instants) is tested deductively in order to check
whether all the effects produced by the hypothesized fault
occurrences are consistent with the observations.
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Figure 6: Cycle of generation/test of the hypotheses

During the deductive phase some instants can be added in
order to allow or prevent a precondition to be satisfied. Since
these new instants must be explained, a cycle alternating ab-
duction and deduction may be necessary. The hypotheses
can be generated and tested alternatively to save memory, or
they can all be generated and ordered following some cri-
teria such as a minimal number of different faults, or more
critical faults first, or more probable faults first.
Following the approach in (Brusoni et al. 1995a), the con-
sistency of temporal constraints between the intervals where
fluents are true is efficiently checked by testing the consis-
tency of a temporal constraints network every time new con-
straints are added, in order to reject an hypothesis as soon as
possible.

Abductive generation of hypotheses

The initial hypothesis
� 
.* contains the set of abnormal

observations d ��! , and their temporal location represented
by a temporal constraint network Z R in the STP formalism.
The abductive step consists in searching the instant graph to
find the possible paths between the set of observed events
in Obs and a set of fault instants. A resulting hypothesis
is composed of a set of paths, together with the STP
representing the temporal constraints relating the instants
on the paths.
The necessary contexts are taken into account: if a propo-
sition must be true at a particular time, a starting instant is
associated to this proposition at the required time.
For instance, when trying to explain !�6 �9-.6����10 � -.)�� , ob-
served at 6  �wo E�� � � , by #$4-� � *�,���#$- � � 6 � at 6 x � � o E�� � � ,
the instant !�6 �9-.6�� !�)&, � # � at time 6   � 6 x � � is assumed.
If a possible explanation for a value change corresponds to
the end of a validity interval of some cause, the beginning
of this cause must be added to the hypothesis.
The previous example must be completed by
!�6 �9-$6�� *�,���#$- ����6 � at 6  � � � 6 x � � .
The added instants must be further explained abductively.
Each observation is explained independently first. The
following step consists in testing if some identical fault
instants may be merged, i.e. if their temporal location is
consistent with the assumption that they in fact are the same
instant.
As in general abduction, the generation of all the hypotheses
is exponential, but the use of compiled knowledge (Console,
Portinale, & Theseider-Dupré 1996) to avoid the generation
of hypotheses that will necessarily be rejected reduces
drastically the number of possible solutions in many cases.

Algorithm 1 Deductive verification of generated hypotheses
procedure DeductiveVerification(Obs,Hyp)
8�4"6 #$- � ,/0�� ' � 
.*5< ;
while � 4 #�@ 6 � 6 �96 # in topological order do
8�4"6 #�- � ,/0 � 8 !����
for all hyp 	 interSol do

,/���
�@�90 0 � 6 �9-.678�4 �1% 4-�=8�4 � � ,.8:4"6;! ��4 # @�6 � 6 �96 # �
for all ��,.45!�8 !�6 #$4"6 6 #�)+*�,.-/�10�,.-&� #$-.8�4 �+,	9 ,/��� do

if ��,.4"6 #�@�6�� 4-��
� d � ��,/���&; � 
.* ; ,.-&� #$- � then
6 #.!�6 � 4"6 #$-��1�10 ! ��,/���&; � 
.* ; ,.-&� �

else� 
.* D � ��,.)+*�0 #$6 #.�3,.4"6 #�@�6���,/���&; � 
.*D;�,.-�� �
(�, 6 #.!�6� (�, 6 #/!�6�� � 
.* D
return

end if
%���� � � ��7 �A- ( 2 %9E�� �32 %B �)8 
.* �
8�4"6 #$- � ,/0 � 8 !�� 8�4"6 #$- � ,/0 � 8 !�� %���� �

end for
end for
8�4"6 #�- � ,/0�� 8�4"6 #$- � ,/0 � 87!

end while
� ,/0���6787,.45!�� � ,/0 � 678�,.45!��	� 4"6 #$- � ,/0
end procedure

Deductive verification of an hypothesis
After the abductive step, the beginning and end of every
observation is associated to the beginning and/or end of a
fault which can explain it. The deductive step consists in
completing the set of instants associated to each proposition,
then in computing the validity intervals induced by these
instants, and finally in verifying that all the effects of faults
occurrences are consistent with the observations.
For each proposition, the computation proceeds in two
steps. Firstly, compute the validity intervals derived from
the set of instants associated to the proposition. Secondly,
deduce the direct effects due to the computed intervals,
inhibiting as much as possible (by using preconditions)
rules leading to new deductions, because they may introduce
undesirable observable effects. These two steps are detailed
below.

Validity intervals of a proposition
The computation of the validity intervals associated to a
proposition is performed in the following way:
� assume a possible consistent temporal ordering for the in-

stants associated to the proposition.
� test the contexts associated to the edges leading to these

instants. If a preventing context can contradict an expla-
nation, an attempt is made to invalidate this context.
Suppose that, in example 1, !�6 �9-$6�� *�,���#$- ����6 � also
leads to  �%A5&7�%���.0(���!C% #���� . In an hypothesis explain-
ing !�6 �9-$6�� �10��9-.) � at 6  � o E�� � � by !�6 �9-.6�� !�) , � #�� at
6  � o E�� � � , and  �% 5	7�%�� .F(���!C% #���� at 6 �� � o E � � �
by !�6 �9-.6�� *�,���#�- ����6 � at 6  � � o E � � � , the explanation
of !�6 �9-.6����10 � -.)�� is contradicted by the occurrence of
* ,���#$- � ��6 .
A context can be made false by reducing the temporal ex-



tent of the preventing proposition. This can be achieved
in two ways: by the addition of temporal constraints on
the existing interval such that the proposition begins too
late or terminates too early to contradict the explanation,
or by adding an ending instant such that the preventing
proposition interval terminates too early.
In the previous example, the only solution consists in
adding an instant #$4-� � *�,���#$- � � 6 � at time

E � � E �
6 x � � � E �����

.
If an instant is added, and if the preventing cause is not
an initial fault, an abductive step is necessary to explain
this instant. For this purpose, an abductive step is neces-
sary. This results in new possible hypotheses to be tested
deductively. Until now, prediction restarts from the be-
ginning but this could be improved in order to recompute
only modified states. New hypotheses are then added to
the list of solutions to test ( F�# % �  �% ).

� if all the preconditions are verified, the validity intervals
corresponding to the instant sequence are computed. The
instants involved in the explanation during the abductive
step must be the bounds of some validity interval, else
the assumed sequence is rejected.

Deduction of direct effects
Integrity constraints are tested, and the direct effects are
deduced taking into account the constraint on the minimal
duration of the cause if any.
The deductive step must not lead to new observable ef-
fects, because all the observable effects have already been
associated to an explanation during the abductive step.
For this reason, rules with an uncertain causality (relation
)&� 
 ���9��!$# ) are not used. If the causality is certain, the
application of the rule can be prevented by making its
precondition false: either by invalidating one of the nec-
essary context (by adding constraints or an ending instant
to limit the temporal extent of the necessary proposition)
or by validating one of the preventing contexts (by adding
constraints or a starting instant to ensure a preventing
proposition).
It is worth noting that introducing preventing contexts
makes it possible to detect failures which have no observ-
able effects but prevents the effects of other failures. Finally,
if an observable state is associated to more deduced validity
intervals than observed, the solution is rejected.

Topological ordering
In order to use a monotonic reasoning, and not to have
to revise preceding deductions, propositions are ordered
following the topology of the causal graph: causes are
ranked prior to their effects (the causal graph is assumed
not to contain cycles). The deduction process follows this
order, so when the validity intervals of a proposition are
computed, all the instants that can be associated to this
proposition are already known. The truth value of precondi-
tions on the edges leading to these instants can be definitely
determined because the validity intervals of propositions in
the preconditions have already been computed.

The complexity of the deductive verification of an hypoth-
esis is exponential in the worst case. It comes from two
sources: the number of instant orderings, related to the im-
precision of temporal constraints, and the necessity to as-
sume new instants (that must be explained abductively) to
prevent new deductions.

Discussion
The deductive reasoning on a causal graph including nega-
tive effects have been studied by (Gazza & Torasso 1995).
Following the work in (Terenziani & Torasso 1995), causal
relations are categorized according to the relative position of
the temporal extents of the cause and the effect. The consid-
ered properties associated to causal relations, as one-shot or
continuous are close to ours. Nevertheless, since the prop-
erty is associated globally to the causal rule, it is not clear
how conjunctive causes of different kinds can be dealt with.
With regard to reasoning with opposite effects, a priority is
associated to each relation. For every pair of relations, a
specific interaction scheme is determined. This approach is
used in order to maintain temporal databases and makes the
assumption that all the temporal constraints are precise. As
far as we can see, our method has two advantages: first, pat-
terns of interaction are clearly related to particular features
of causal relations; second, interaction is represented explic-
itly in the instant graph. This graph can be displayed to the
expert, who can detect more easily erroneous modeling lead-
ing to incorrect predictions of interaction.
Beyond the diagnosis area, some recent works on the deduc-
tion of indirect effects of actions have introduced causality
with temporal aspects. (Karlsson, Gustafsson, & Doherty
1998) have proposed a logical formalism to deal with de-
layed and concurrent effects of actions. The causal theory is
described by a narrative in a high level descriptive language,
including the expression of features such as the persistence
of effects. In order to avoid inconsistency, the notion of in-
fluence is introduced : actions have no direct effects but in-
fluences, and rules for combining influences are given. The
narrative is translated to a first-order language in order to test
the consistency of a scenario containing actions and obser-
vations. This approach has strong logical foundations, but
as far as we can see, the implementation is based on com-
binatorial computation and may not be as efficient as ours,
which is based on temporal constraint propagation in STP.
Our explanation algorithm is inspired by the work of (Bru-
soni et al. 1995a) on temporal abductive diagnosis. Our
approach is based on instants instead of intervals. This is
well adapted to the representation of interaction, where the
beginning and ending points of a phenomenon may come
from different causes. A second interest of the represen-
tation by instants is the possibility to make the difference
between ending points that will never occur and those that
will occur after the end of the cause, but with an unknown
delay. For instance, �  � � � x '�� #��18�45!	< � � � ��l � could be the
temporal relation on intervals implied by the causal rela-
tion !�)&, � # ���9��!$# �90 �9-$) . Suppose that the alarm rings,
then stops some time later. If there is a temporal interval
associated to !�)&, � # that begins the interval associated to
�90 �9-$) , !�)&, � # will be considered a sufficient explanation



for �10��9-.) , no matter that !�)&, � # has no influence on the
end of �10��9-.) .
Some practical applications using temporal causal models
in simulation (Djerroud et al. 1993; Barahona 1994) have
used the quantitative extension of qualitative reasoning. The
quantitative magnitude of influences on quantitative entities
(e.g. flow, concentration) can be expressed, as well as the
way they combine. Methods used to compute the histories
of quantities are adapted from qualitative simulation. This
kind of reasoning could be integrated in our deduction step
in order to improve the treatment of quantities.

Conclusion
We have presented a method to deal with interacting faults
in temporal abductive diagnosis. The idea is to translate an
extended causal graph containing opposite propositions and
where properties of causes and effects, such as their per-
sistence or duration, are specified into an instant graph that
makes explicit the different interaction cases. Then, the di-
agnosis process searches this graph to explain abnormal ob-
servations. The first step is abductive and generates candi-
date hypotheses. The second step is deductive and attempts
to validate the hypotheses. Contextual information coming
from the explicit description of interaction is used in order
to model effect masking, for instance. The method has been
implemented in Java and the tests in progress confirm our
assumption that the approach is feasible, despite its inherent
computational complexity. The graphical interface displays
the two graphs to the user in such a way that he can easily
notice the consequences of interaction in his model.
The main drawback of our approach comes from the com-
binatorial treatment of interaction. However, it is hard to
imagine other ways to treat interaction: in order to explain
the absence of an observable that should be present, one has
to assume that some cause masks this observable or masks
some intermediate effect leading to this observable.
Then, how can the consequent explosion be dealt with? First
of all, as far as we can see, interaction is usually circum-
scribed to small sets of faults and effects. Secondly, there
are several ways to reduce the consequences of interaction.
A first technique consists in introducing interaction progres-
sively by associating a cost to explanations, depending on
the number of interacting propositions they use. The less
expensive explanations could be displayed first and the com-
putation delivering more expensive explanations would con-
tinue until an explanation satisfying the user is found. An-
other way to reduce the complexity is to introduce heuris-
tics. Some are already present when dealing with contexts
or global constraints stating, for instance, that some fault
cannot be intermittent i.e. only one validity interval can be
associated to such a fault. We hope that other heuristics,
either general or domain-dependent, will become evident
when evaluating the approach on realistic industrial appli-
cations.
Future work would consist in studying the application of the
method for maintenance purposes. Adding the possibility to
express opposite effects makes it possible to represent the ef-
fects of repairs in the causal graph. If the system is evolving
slowly, or if its maintenance is expensive, the instant graph

could be used, for instance, to calculate the possible dates at
which some repair is really needed.
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